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Preface

How can you get an unresponsive insurance adjuster to reply to your telephone calls and letters? How can you be sure that your client’s claim is being handled in a fair and timely manner by the insurance company? How can you effectively negotiate a fair settlement with an adjuster? The answers to these questions lie in understanding how a claim is handled—from start to finish—by an insurance company.

*How Insurance Companies Settle Cases* provides an insider’s tour of the workings of the insurance industry. While offering information and insights to help attorneys prepare and negotiate their clients’ cases, *How Insurance Companies Settle Cases* covers:

- How to Play the Claims Game
- Insurance Policy Defenses and Coverage Issues
- Avoiding Bad Faith Traps
- Unfair Settlement Techniques
- Effective Coverage Investigations
- Negotiation Tactics

Each chapter lists key points to remember when dealing with an insurance company and helpful tips for cogent communications with insurance industry personnel. Sample letters, checklists and insurance forms are included to help streamline the preparation process. From cover to cover, *How Insurance Companies Settle Cases* presents information and methods that give you the inside track advantage. Put it to work for you on your next insurance case.

The Editor
About the Author

David Frangiamore

Mr. Frangiamore is a principal of 2nd Insight, Inc., a consulting firm that provides expert witness services and testimony in a wide variety of insurance related cases. He is a former unit claims manager for Nationwide/Wausau Insurance. While at Nationwide/Wausau, Mr. Frangiamore was responsible for the supervision, litigation, and settlement of most of the major West Coast environmental claims and litigation. He also served as manager of the California construction defect unit, which handled insurance claims involving some of the largest residential construction projects throughout the State of California. Mr. Frangiamore has also testified in numerous environmental cases, and is available to testify as an expert on complex insurance claims. Many judges, private mediators, special masters, and attorneys recognize Mr. Frangiamore as one of the most effective negotiators of complex insurance claims in the country.

Mr. Frangiamore graduated from Union College in Schenectady N.Y in 1981 with a bachelors degree in political science; and from Golden Gate University with a Juris Doctor in law 1985. Mr. Frangiamore has been admitted to practice law in California (active) and Washington State (inactive).
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Chapter 1. Introduction to the Claims Game

§100 In General—David and Goliath Relationship
§101 Where Is the Money to Pay Claims: Is It Always at the Insurance Company?
§102 Why Does It Take so Long for the Insurer to Make Claim Payments?
§110 The Games Played in Wrongfully Denying Claims
§111 The Objective: Settlement and Payment
§112 The Means to an End—Salesmanship
§113 Salespeople
§114 The Product—Pain and Suffering (Damages)
§115 Packaging a Settlement Demand to an Insurer
§116 Reciprocal Presentations
§117 Trading Settlement Demands and Offers
§118 Selling the Settlement Demand
§119 No Settlement Means Substantial Future Costs Leading Up to Trial
§120 Avoiding Bad Faith
§120.1 How to Avoid Bad Faith Conduct
§130 The Players
§131 The Plaintiff—A Fortuitous Person
§132 The Insured—Who Is Protected Under the Policy?
§133 The Agent or Broker—Middleman
§134 The Insurer—Protector
§135 The Adjuster—Bull or Bear

§135.1 Adjusting the Adjuster—Why Many Adjusters Have Lost Contact With Their Claims
§136 The Attorney—Adversary or Assistant
§137 The Insurance Commissioner—Regulator
§138 The Courts—Can Give Authority to Issue Broad Discovery Orders on Other and Similar Claim Files
§139 Agent/Broker Liability

§139.1 Liability of Agent or Broker to Insurer
§139.2 Liability of Agent or Broker to Insured
§139.3 Liability of Agent or Broker to Third Parties
§139.4 Damages

§140 The Rules of the Game

§141 Showing of Good Faith

§150 Duties Owed by the Parties

§160 Common Insurance Industry Acronyms

§170 Locating Old Policies—Insurance Archeology

§170.1 What Standards Do Claim Handlers Apply to Verify Coverage if a Claim Is Presented?
§170.2 Company Loss Runs
§171 Insurance Premium Payment Records
§172 Certificates of Insurance
§173 Prior Company’s Sales/Mergers
§174 Annual Reports, Financial Statements and Staff Reports
§175 State Insurance Departments and Former Law Firms
§176 Insurance Company Computers
§177 Broker Correspondence Files and Accounts Payable Files

§180 Rescission—The Ultimate Defense to Claims

§181 Misrepresentation or Fraud in Marine Coverage
§182 Misrepresentation or Fraud in Life or Disability Coverage
§183 Reformation—Correcting Policy Mistakes

§190 Insurance Fraud

§191 Claim Withdrawal—Is It a Legitimate Practice? Or Is It Blackmail?

Key Points to Remember

Chapter 2. The Fundamentals

§200 In General

§201 Why the Application Is Important
Sample: Automobile Application for Insurance
Sample: Homeowners Application for Insurance

§202 The Application as an Escape Device

§203 The Application as a Negotiating Tool

§204 Rescission

§205 Post-Claims Underwriting

§206 Slow Processing Resulting in Coverage—Friend or Foe, You Get No Dough!

§207 Ratification of a Known Misrepresentation—Waiver

§210 The Automobile Accident

§211 The Policy Contains Four Major Branches of Coverage That Must Be Considered

§211.1 Claims by the Insured
§211.2 Claims by the Claimant
§211.3 Notice Is Notice

§212 Is Notice of a Claim or Occurrence to the Agent the Same as Notice to the Insurance Company?

§212.1 Conflict of Interest—Agent Acting as the Adjuster
§212.2 Coverage Adjustment
§212.3 Factual Investigation
§212.4 Two Estimate Adjusting
§212.5 Minor Claims Only
§213 Prompt Reporting by the Agent
§213.1 Notifying the Claims Department
Sample: Accord Form
§213.2 Confusion Regarding Who May Be Acting on Behalf of the Claims Department
§213.3 Service Is the Product
§214 Initial Claim Avoidance by the Agent—Does the Agent Have a Conflict of Interest?
§214.1 Referral to the “Other Carrier”
§214.2 Talking the Insured Out of a Claim
§214.3 Bad Faith by the Agent of the Insurer
§220 Agent’s Initial Report to the Claims Department
§221 All Lines of Coverage Confirmed
§221.1 Determine All Possible Insured(s) Who Have Notified the Insurer of the Claim/Occurrence
§222 Policy Number Verified
§223 Limitations
§230 Facts of the Accident
§230.1 Date and Time of Loss
§230.2 Location of Loss
§230.3 Driver’s Name
§230.4 Permissive Driver
§230.5 Vehicle Description
§230.6 The “Black Box”
§230.7 Alternative Vehicle
§230.8 Exclusions—Intentional Acts
§230.9 Insured’s Attitude
§230.10 Hardships
§231 Agent’s Request for Status—Identification
§232 Agent’s Bonus Plan Jeopardized
§240 Answers to Frequently Asked Questions About Claims Adjusters and Insurance Companies
§250 Forms of Insurance Companies
§260 Parts of the Whole Insurance Company
§270 Anatomy of the Insurance Contract
§280 Insurance Company Attitudes Toward Payment of Claims and Why Some Companies Pay More Than Others

Key Points to Remember

Chapter 3. Creating the Claims File

§300 In General
§301 How the Claims File Is Created
§302 Real and “Dummy” Files Created
§302.1 Claim Filed With an Administrative Date of Loss
§303 Coverage Documentation
§304 Duties of Primary Insurers Owed to Excess Insurers
§310 Fact Finding Team Assignments
§320 Local and Companywide Claim Numbers
§321 Multiple Claims Offices
§330 Late Reporting Problems—Liability Claims
§331 By the Insured
§332 By the Agent
§333 By the Broker
§340 Checklist for Coverage Investigations—Automobile, Environmental, Construction, and Job Site Injury Claims

(Rev. 23, 11/12)
§350 Checklist for Factual Investigations

§360 “First Call” Settlements

§361 Diary Dates
§362 Non-Waiver Guidelines—When Are They Valid?
§363 Reservation of Rights Guidelines—What Is a Proper Reservation?
    Sample: Reservation of Rights Letter
§364 Advice of Counsel Defense Through Use of Independent Attorney Letter
§365 Carbon Copy Notice—May Be Evidence of a “Home Office” Claim File
§366 Claim Reserves and Dates of Loss and Why They Are Important
    §366.1 Individual Reserves Are Made for Each Line of Coverage
    §366.2 Reserves for Legal Costs
    §366.3 Claim File Reserves on “Wasting” Policies

§370 Attorneys Involvement in the Claim Process: Is the Attorney Playing Adjuster?

§380 Proofs of Loss (POL) and Examinations Under Oath (EUO)

§380.1 Insurance Company’s Policy
    Sample: Proof of Loss (Homeowner)
    Sample: Proof of Loss (Automobile)

§380.2 Waivers
    §380.2.1 Money Limits
    §380.2.2 No Fraud Suspected

§390 Verifying the Timely Handling of the Claims File

§391 Date/Name Stamping
§392 Contact Rules With the Claimant and Insured
§393 Agent Contact and Status Reports

Key Points to Remember

Chapter 4. Investigating Coverage


§401 The Policy
§402 Coverage Analysis
§403 Policy Interpretation
    §403.1 Ambiguities in Policy Language
§404 Reasonable Intent of Insured
§405 Reduction in Coverage
§406 Marketing Brochures and Advertising
§407 Duty to Defend
§408 Trigger of Coverage
§409 Reserved

§410 Fiduciary Disclosure by the Insurer
§411 Good Faith and Fair Dealing
§412 Independent or Cumis Attorney Disclosure: Third Party

§420 Documents Necessary for a Coverage Investigation

§420.1 Insurer’s Claim File
§420.2 Application for Insurance
§420.3 Agent’s Files
§420.4 Underwriter’s Files
§420.5 Coverage Question Investigation File
§420.6 Factual Investigation File
§420.7 Promotional/Advertising Materials
§420.8 Insurance Commissioner’s File
§420.9 Declaration Sheet
§420.10 Insurance Policy Endorsements
§420.11 Underwriting Manuals
§420.12 Outside Independent Legal Opinion
§420.13 Home Office Insurance Claim Files
§420.14 Drafting History of Policy Forms

§430 Obtaining the Necessary Statements

§440 Policy Defenses

§440.1 No Notice of Claim or Improper Notification of Claim
§440.2 No Insurable Interest
§440.3 Occurrence Not Within Term Policy Period
§440.4 Undefined Policy Terms
  §440.4.1 Vague or Ambiguous Policy Terms
§440.5 Failed Policy Conditions
  §440.5.1 The Bankruptcy Clause
  §440.5.2 Duty to Cooperate
  §440.5.3 The No Action Clause
  §440.5.4 The Other Insurance Clause
  §440.5.5 Notice of Occurrence and Lawsuit
  §440.5.6 The No Assignment Clause
  §440.5.7 The Voluntary Payments Clause
  §440.5.8 The Subrogation Clause
§440.6 Exclusions
  §440.6.1 Burden of Proof on Exclusions and Exceptions to Exclusions
  §440.6.2 Expected and Intended Injury
  §440.6.3 Contractual Liability
  §440.6.4 Pollution Exclusion
  §440.6.5 Automobile Exclusion
  §440.6.6 War Exclusion
  §440.6.7 Damage to Owned Property
  §440.6.8 Damage to “Your Product”
  §440.6.9 Damage to “Your Work” or “Faulty Workmanship”
  §440.6.10 Unenforceable Exclusionary Clauses and Policy Conditions
  §440.6.11 Business Pursuits Exclusion
  §440.6.12 Policy Exclusion Riders
§440.7 Claims for Emotional Distress
§440.8 Policy Limits, Aggregate Limits, and Exhaustion Issues
  §440.8.1 History of Policy Limit Insurance Forms
  §440.8.2 Exhaustion: When Insurer Can Withdraw From Defense
  §440.8.3 Claim Payment Allocation and Policy Exhaustion Issues
§440.9 Prorating Coverage
§440.10 Vehicle Ownership, Maintenance, Use, of Operation
§440.11 Pre-Existing Condition
§440.12 Prejudice

§450 Contract Defenses

§450.1 Fraud/Recission: Voiding the Policy
§450.2 Mistake and Reformation
§450.3 Policy Cancelled
§450.4 Renewal or Cancellation of Coverage
§450.5 Covered Malicious Torts
§450.6 Partial Defenses Liquor Liability Exclusion

§460 Third-Party Liability Policies: Specialized Issues

§461 Duty to Defend
§462 Obligation to Provide Defense for Claims
  §462.1 Meaning of Suit Extended to Include “Calderon Notices” in California
  §462.2 Insurer Is Obligated to Defend a Contractor in Certain Federal “Adjudicatory” Administrative Proceedings
§463 Duty to Defend and Independent or Cumis Counsel
  §463.1 Duty to Defend Under Several Applicable Policies?
§464 Duty to Indemnify
§465 Deductibles and Self-Insured Retentions
§466 Stop Losses and Aggregate Deductibles
§467 Beware of Allocation Games on Deductibles and SIR’s

§470 Good Faith Coverage Investigation
§471 Alternative Coverage Investigation
§472 Numerous Theories of Denial—Waiver

§480 Alternative Dispute Resolution
§481 Four Basic Methods
§482 Declaratory Relief Action

§490 First Party Property Claims
§491 Scope of Coverage: All Risk or Specified Peril?
  §491.1 Investigation of a Property Claim
  §491.2 Proof of Loss Requirements
  §491.3 Submitting and Completing Proof of Loss Form
  §491.4 Defects in Proof of Loss
  §491.5 Examinations Under Oath
  §491.6 Actual Cash Value
  §491.7 Replacement Coverage in Homeowners Policies
§492 Collapse and Imminent Collapse
§493 Concurrent Causation
§494 Computer Viruses and Software Coverage
§495 Mold Claims
  §495.1 What Is Mold and Why Has It Become an Insurance Issue?
  §495.2 First Party Mold Claims
  §495.3 Is there Coverage for Mold for Third Party Claims?
  §495.4 Additional Research

§4100 Title Insurance Claims and Coverage
§4101 Standard Form Title Insurance Policies
§4102 Applicable Insurance Code Statutes and Regulations for Title Insurance
§4103 Basic Title Insurance Terms and Definitions
§4104 What a Title Insurance Policy Covers and Does Not Cover
§4105 What Is the Title Insurer’s Obligation if a Defect Is Found?
§4106 Benefits Payable Under a Title Insurance Policy

§4110 Investigating Reinsurance Coverage
§4111 What Is Reinsurance?
  §4111.1 Primary Purpose: To Spread Loss
  §4111.2 Secondary Purpose: To Allow Insurer to Write More Business
§4112 Non-Admitted Insurers
§4113 A Very Brief History of Reinsurance
§4114 Lack of Case Law on Many Reinsurance Issues
§4115 Understanding Reinsurance and Reinsurance Terminology
§4116 How Reinsurance Contracts Work
§4117 Notice and the Following the Fortunes Rule
  §4117.1 More on Following the Fortunes
§4118 Is Bad Faith or Punitive Damages Claims Covered by Reinsurance?
§4119 How Reinsurance Can Affect an Insurance Claim
  §4119.1 Insolvency of Ceding Insurer

§4120 Coverage Under Personal and Commercial Umbrella Policies
§4121 When Does an Excess or Umbrella Insurer Have an Obligation to Pay Under Its Policy?
§4122 Horizontal vs. Vertical Exhaustion
§4123 Insolvency of Primary Insurer
§4124 If Primary Insurer Refuses to Defend Its Policyholder Leaving Excess Insurer Alone
§4125 If Primary Insurer Is Defending But Refuses to Contribute Towards Settlement Within Its Own Limits
§4126 Obligation of Excess Insurer to Defend or Indemnify When There Is a Self-Insured Retention (“SIR”)

§4130 Coverage Under “Claims Made” Policies
§4131 What Is a “Claims Made” Policy?
§4132 Reporting Period
§4133 Retroactive Date
§4134 Claim and Potential Claim
§4135 How Does a “Claims Made” Policy Differ From an Occurrence Based Policy?
§4136 Issues for Specific Types of “Claims Made” Policies
  §4136.1 Directors and Officers Coverage
  §4136.2 Limitations on D&O Coverage—Application Terms and Exclusions
  §4136.3 Employment Practices Liability Coverage (“EPLI”)
  §4136.4 Environmental Impairment Liability Coverage
  §4136.5 Professional Liability Policies

§4140 Emerging Coverage Disputes—Liability Coverage for Wrongful Imprisonment Claims
§4141 The Origins of a Wrongful Conviction Lawsuit and the Resulting Insurance Claim
§4142 Coverage Issues in Wrongful Conviction and Imprisonment Cases
§4143 Insurers’ Arguments That Coverage Is Limited to Policies in Effect on Date of Arrest or Conviction
§4144 Arguments by Insureds and Claimants That All Policies in Force During Imprisonment Provide Coverage

§4150 Emerging Coverage Disputes—Personal Injury Coverage for Song-Beverly Suits

§4160 Coverage Issues for Life Insurance Policies
  §4160.1 Life Insurance Products
  §4161 Life Insurance Coverage Disputes
    §4161.1 Insurable Interest and STOLI
    §4161.2 Life Insurance Application Misrepresentations
    §4161.3 Incontestability Clauses
    §4161.4 Suicide and Hazardous Activity Exclusions
    §4161.5 Murder of Insured by Beneficiary
    §4161.6 Life Insurance Claims by Beneficiary of Missing Persons
  §4162 Coverage Issues for Accidental Death Policies
    §4162.1 Major Types of Accidental Death Policies
    §4162.2 Accidental Death Policy Exclusions
    §4162.3 Concurrent Causation
    §4162.4 Coverage for an Accidental Death Policy Under ERISA
  §4163 Viatical Life Insurance Settlement Contracts and Annuities
    §4163.1 Viatical Settlements
    §4163.2 Annuities

Key Points to Remember

Chapter 4A. Researching Opposing Insurance Defense Counsel

§400A In General
§410A Search Martindale-Hubbell
§420A Review Firm Web Page
§430A Search Internet
§440A Ask Other Attorneys
§450A Watch Out for “Coordinating Counsel”
  §451A When the Insurer Appoints New Counsel
§460A Research the Attorney’s Written Papers, Articles, Periodicals, and Filed Pleadings
§470A Search State Bar Websites
Chapter 5. The Factual Investigation

§500 Role of the Claims Adjuster/Representative and Claims Management
§501 Contact and Control
§501.1 Introduction of a Plaintiff’s Attorney
§502 The Preliminary Investigation—Scope of Investigation
§502.1 Favorable Facts
§502.2 Unfavorable Facts
§503 Duty to Disclose Coverage and Reservations of Rights
§503.1 Duty to the Claimant
§503.2 Duty to the Policyholder—Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
§503.3 Agent’s Duty to Insurer

§510 Incident Statements (Signed, Unsigned or Recorded)
Sample: Automobile Loss Notice
Sample: Homeowners Loss Notice
§510.1 Checklist for Injury Evaluation
§510.2 Should Plaintiff’s Counsel Let the Adjuster Take the Plaintiff’s Statement?

§511 No Personal Contact—Just Forms
§512 Insured Driver
§513 Witness in Insured Vehicle
§514 Witness in Adverse Vehicle
§515 Known Independent Witnesses
§515.1 Police Officers’ Statements or Interviews
§515.2 Tow Truck Drivers
§515.3 Ambulance Driver
§515.4 Unknown Scene—Canvassed Witness

§520 Insurance Claim Forms Documentation
§520.1 Medical Authorization
Sample: Medical Authorization
§520.2 Dental Authorization
§520.2.1 Special Notice
§520.3 Employment Records Authorization
§520.4 School Records
§520.5 Advance Payments—Med Pay
§520.6 Releases (Partial or Final)
§520.7 Indexes
§520.7.1 Bodily Injury
§520.7.2 Vehicle
§520.7.3 ISO ClaimSearch for Casualty, Property, and Auto Claims

§521 Documentation of Bodily Injury Claims
§521.1 Medical Bills
§521.2 Medical Reports
§521.3 Lost Wage Reports
§521.4 Police Reports
§521.5 Death Certificate
§521.6 Coroner’s Report
§521.7 Criminal and Civil Court Records

§522 Photographs
§522.1 Insured Vehicle (by Adjuster)
§522.2 Claimant’s Vehicle (by Adjuster)
§522.3 Police Department—Vehicles
§522.4 Police Department Scene
§522.5 Police Department—Injured Parties
§522.6 Private Photos
§530 Classification of Parties
- §531 First Party
- §532 Third Party
- §533 Both First and Third Party
- §534 Experts and Expert Witnesses—Accident Reconstruction Experts
  - §534.1 Seat Belt Experts
  - §534.2 Auto Accident Reconstruction Experts
  - §534.3 Medical Defense Doctors—Can They Commit Bad Faith?
  - §534.4 Independent Medical Examiner (“IME”)
- §535 Independent Adjusters/Investigators
- §536 Examination Under Oath Statements

§540 A Settlement Demand in Excess of Policy Limits
- §541 Bodily Injury Claims
  - §541.1 Value of Each Claim
  - §541.2 Prorating/Compromise
  - §541.3 Interpleader Action in Federal Court
- §542 Property Damage Claims
  - §542.1 Value of Each Claim
  - §542.2 Prorating/Compromise

§550 When Multiple Insurance Policies Cover the Same Loss
- §550.1 Insured Driver’s Policy (Third Party Coverage)
- §550.2 Insured Driver’s Policy (Non-Owned Auto)
- §550.3 Insured Driver’s Policy (First Party—Under/Uninsured)
- §550.4 Insured Driver’s Policy (Primary, Secondary and Under/Uninsured Coverage)
- §550.5 Insured Driver’s Policy (Rental Car)
- §550.6 When Excess Insurers Must Pay if There Are Multiple Retained Limits or Multiple SIRs

§551 Anti-Stacking Rule and Non-Accumulation Clauses
§552 Homeowner’s Policy
§553 Drop Down Insurance

§560 Assessing Comparative Fault
- §561 Phantom Vehicles
- §562 Landowners

§570 Maintenance of the Claim File
- §571 30/90 Day Diary
  - §571.1 Reserves as a Bad Faith Tip-Off

§580 Liens and Assignments—“Notice Claimants”
- §581 Medical Liens
- §582 Worker’s Compensation
- §583 Prior Attorney Representation
- §584 Banks/Mortgage Companies
- §585 Auto Body Repair Shops
  - Sample: Auto Body Shop Assignment of Benefits

§590 Unfair Claims Settlement Practices
- §591 Misrepresentation/Communication
- §592 Reasonable Standards/Prompt Settlement
- §593 Repetitive Documentation/Extortion
- §594 Forced Litigation/Sham Arbitration
- §595 Altered Application
- §596 Disclosing Paid Benefits
- §597 Directly Advising Against Representation
- §598 Statute of Limitations—Insurers Must Generally Provide Notice of Expiration to Policyholders
- §599 Improper Investigation

Key Points to Remember
Chapter 5A. How to Check the Financial Health of Defendant’s Insurer

§500A In General
§505A The Problem of the Global Economy and the Consolidation of Financial Services Firms
§510A Insurer Rating Sources
§520A Rating Resources
§530A IRIS Tests
§540A A Primer on Insurer Insolvency
§550A What to Do When Warning Signals Flash
§560A How to Secure Funds Before the Insurer Goes Into Receivership—Make the Insurer Post a Bond

Key Points to Remember

Chapter 6. Using Insurance Consultants and Experts

§600 Is an Insurance Consultant or Expert Necessary?
§610 Timing: Usually the Sooner an Expert Is Retained, the Better
§620 How to Locate an Insurance Expert
  §621 Word of Mouth
  §622 A National Directory of Experts
  §623 Reported Cases at the Trial Level
  §624 Internet and Websites
  §625 Attorney Trade Organization or Local Bar Groups

§630 Interviewing the Expert
  §631 By Telephone
  §632 Face to Face
  §633 The Expert’s Curriculum Vitae (CV)
  §634 Expert’s Prior Cases
  §635 Will the Expert Qualify?
  §636 Does Expert Believe He or She Can Be an Asset to the Case?

§640 Fees, Expenses and Timing of Payments
  §641 Retainer Fees
  §642 Different Fees for Different Services
  §643 Trial Testimony and Standby Fees
  §644 Travel Fees (Advanced or Not)
  §645 Retention Agreements
  §646 Contingency Agreements and Failure to Pay Expert Fees Until Settlement
  §647 Accounting of Expert’s Fees and Expenses
  §648 Dispute Resolution of Fees/Costs

§650 Scope of the Expert’s Retention

§660 What Is the Expert to Opine On
  §661 Relationship Between the Agent and Insured
  §662 Formation of the Insurance Contract (Where, When, and How)
  §663 Is the Claim Covered?
  §664 Insurance Industry Customs and Practices
    §664.1 Insurance Product Marketing
    §664.2 Solicitation and Formation of Insurance Contract by Agent/Broker and Agent/Broker’s Duties in Application Process
    §664.3 Representations by the Agent/Broker at Formation of Insurance Contract
    §664.4 The Insurer’s Underwriting Department’s Underwriting Guidelines
    §664.5 Issuance of the Insurance Policy
  §665 Submitting and Processing of Insurance Claim
    §665.1 Promptly?
    §665.2 Thoroughly?
§665.3 Objectively?
§665.4 Failure to Process
§666 Avoidance of Appearance of Conflict of Interest Within Claims Department?
§667 Avoidance of Appearance of Conflict of Interest Within “In-House” Counsel Department
§668 Insurance Bad Faith Claims
§668.1 Processing
§668.2 Investigation
§668.3 Disclosure
§668.4 Coverage Investigation
§668.5 Objective Factual Analysis
§668.6 Coverage Analysis
§668.7 Low-Ball Issues
§668.8 Stonewalling Issues
§668.9 Wrongful Denial of Claim Issues?
§669 Special Investigation Unit—Insurer’s Fraud Unit

Key Points to Remember

Chapter 7. Settlement Negotiations and Compromises

§700 In General
§700.1 Characteristics of a Good Negotiator
§700.2 Negotiation Tips
§700.3 The Seven Social Sins of Negotiating
§701 The Beginning of the Sale
§701.1 Settling Smaller Cases Over the Phone
§702 Open Communications—Issues
§702.1 Coverage Issues
§702.2 Liability Issues
§702.3 Limit Issues
§702.4 Damage Issues
§702.5 Commitment from the Insurer
Sample: Letter of Admission
§702.6 Documentation of Commitment
§702.7 Reasonable Demands
§702.7.1 Time Limits
§702.7.2 Damages
§702.7.3 Assessment of Liability
§702.7.4 Monetary Damages
§703 Out of Court Dollars
§704 Reciprocal Good Faith Duties
§704.1 Prompt Response to Settlement Demand

§710 Reasonable Settlement Defined
§711 Sources of Standards
§712 Bilateral Duty to Start Negotiations
§713 Innovative Ways to Settle a Case
§714 Proving Pain and Suffering and Hedonic Damages to the Insurance Company

§720 Support/Documentation of the Settlement Demand
§720.1 Demand vs. Offer to Settle
§720.2 Facts: Police Reports/Statements
§720.3 Law(s): Vehicle Code/Negligence
§720.4 Comparative Fault
§720.5 Damages: Documents/Reports
§720.6 Computations and Conclusions
§720.7 Reasonable Response Time
Chapter 7A. How to Succeed at Settlement Conferences

§700A Initial Considerations
§701A When to Mediate or Enter Into Settlement Discussions
§702A Settlement Conferences Are Increasingly Common
§703A Claim Adjuster at Settlement Conference

§710A Know Your Audience—Determine What Is the Most Appropriate Forum for Your Case to Settle
§720A Be Prepared
§730A Be Brief
§740A Welcome and Anticipate Questions
§750A Be Flexible and Innovative
§760A Send a Lone Ranger, Not a Mongol Horde
§770A Be Assertive, But Not Abrasive
§780A Believe in Your Case
§790A Know Your Aims

Chapter 7B. Common Negotiating Mistakes

§700B In General
§710B Failure to Read Medical File Closely
§720B Overpricing Claim Value
§730B Lack of Objectivity
§740B Fuzzy Demands, Using a Value Range
§750B Running Up Specials
§760B Assuming You Know How All Insurers Value Cases
§770B Failure to Properly Investigate Facts
§780B Hubris
§790B Loose Lips
§7100B Mistaking Form for Substance in Demand Presentation
§7110B Using Warped Sounding Boards
§7120B Failure to Use Objective Experts
Chapter 8. Techniques Not Found in Claims Manuals

§800 The Claims Representative Has the Power

§810 Lowballing—Paying Less Than What Is Known to Be Owed
§811 Lowballing the Claimant
§812 Lowballing the Attorney
§813 Lowballing and Forcing an Arbitration
§814 Lowballing the Property Damage Claim and Its Effect on Personal Injury Damages
§814.1 Handling Property Claim Gratis
§814.2 To Recover Fee, Ask Client for Lien
§814.3 Why Insurers Lowball Property Claims
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Introduction

It is the intent of this book to reduce your stress level, as well as your client’s, while processing your insurance cases. *How Insurance Companies Settle Cases* is designed to show you how to get your client’s claim processed promptly with the least amount of hassle.

In order to accomplish these objectives, the book explains how the claims game is played and by whose rules. Usually the insurance company is not going to volunteer settlement until you show you know what you are doing and that you are serious. This is salesmanship and communication.

This book is offered to both “new” attorneys and seasoned trial attorneys. It shows you the basics of motivation, within the claims industry. It is our hope that you will learn how to “sell” your case outside of the courthouse.

A major portion of the book will show you how to walk through the claims maze. It outlines, in a straightforward manner, how to get your client’s case concluded by use of letters and checklists. It is important to know where your case has been, its current status and what is necessary to conclude the case. Additionally, the book will assist you in developing a plan and theme to sell your case, rather than litigating it.

*How Insurance Companies Settle Cases* stresses discipline, organization, documentation and open communications. Practical tips are offered on when and what to ask the adjuster, in order to sell your case.

Your attitude is as valuable as your client’s case. A bad attitude and a good case usually means that you are going to trial.

Remember, insurance policies, even the “easy to read” policies, are not clearly understood by the insurance companies who write the policies, or their agents, brokers, adjusters, attorneys or the courts. Many times there is more than one opinion as to what was intended, what was said and what was heard.

Please keep firmly in mind that the context of this book is about general standards. There are exceptions to the general principles outlined in this book. Do not develop “tunnel vision.” Remain open-minded.

This book is about how insurance companies settle cases and the balancing of rights, duties, expectations and promises.
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